The success of direct laser-driven inertial confinement fusion (ICF) relies critically on the efficient coupling of laser light to plasma. At ignition scale, the absolute stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) instability can severely inhibit this coupling by redirecting and strongly depleting laser light. This Letter describes a new dynamic saturation regime of the absolute SRS instability.
hundred microns), the threshold for absolute SRS would be exceeded. Those same estimates also suggest that the instability would strongly deplete the laser light, preventing significant transmission deep into the corona. The hydrodynamic evolution of the target was consistent, however, with the efficient conversion of laser energy into plasma thermal energy [11] . As a result, a critical question emerges: How can the laser light propagate through the absolute instability region with a high transmission rate?
This Letter describes, for the first time, a dynamic saturation regime of the absolute SRS instability due to self-induced incoherence. As the incident light propagates through the instability region, it drives a primary SRS decay that initially depletes the laser intensity.
The electron plasma waves resulting from the SRS decay then undergo a secondary instability that drives a broad spectrum of low-frequency density perturbations. The instability saturates when the density perturbations reach a high enough level to detune the primary SRS resonance, establishing a dynamic balance between the transmitted and scattered laser light. This dynamic, incoherent saturation mitigates depletion and facilitates the transmission of the laser light through the instability region, explaining how light can penetrate deep into the corona to efficiently drive ICF implosions.
The saturation of absolute SRS was investigated using the laser-plasma simulation environment (LPSE) [23] [24] [25] . LPSE employs a fluid plasma model to describe the evolution of the four waves (light, Raman, electron plasma, and ion-acoustic) and the couplings between them. The simulations were performed in two spatial dimensions (x and y) with s-polarized light (the electric field vectors of both the pump and Raman light waves were perpendicular to the simulation plane). The laser light was normally incident on a plasma with linear
where L is the scale length at the quarter-critical density. The parameters, listed in Table I , correspond to plasma conditions relevant to NIF experiments. The electron plasma waves generated from SRS undergo a decay instability in which their ponderomotive force drives ion-acoustic fluctuations in the direction transverse to the density gradient. The fluctuations then small-angle scatter the electron plasma waves, which, in turn, reinforces the transverse ponderomotive force. These phenomena can be observed The dispersion relation for the transverse plasma wave instability (with ion-acoustic wave vector k y ) can be obtained from the equations for the secondary plasma waves and the ionacoustic perturbations [12] . At its resonance, the dispersion equation for the transverse instability has the form:
where γ is the temporal growth rate, I p = (|Ê e | 2 /16πn e T e ) is the normalized plasma wave intensity, and ω e is the plasma frequency ω e = 4πe 2 n e /m e at electron density n e . In Eq.
(1), γ i and γ p are damping rates for the ion-acoustic and electron plasma waves, respectively (with plasma wave damping rate equal to the sum of collisonal γ c and Landau γ L damping rates:
The instability threshold determined by Eq. (1) is readily exceeded during the growth stage of the primary SRS instability due to high plasma wave intensity.
The low-frequency density perturbations generated by the transverse instability seed small-angle SBS of the laser light. This manifests in Fig. 4(a) as the spreading in k y about k x ≈ k 0 . The spreading has an equivalent spatial scale of ∼ 5λ 0 and, through the ion-acoustic sound speed, an associated time scale of ∼ 1ps consistent with Fig. 3(a) .
Notably, the spectra also exhibit secondary nonlinear processes that coexist with the dynamic saturation. The ion-acoustic and electron plasma wave features around k x ≈ ±2k 0 and k x ≈ −k 0 , respectively, indicate that SRS-generated electron plasma waves have undergone the Langmuir decay instability. The resulting ion-acoustic fluctuations at k x ≈ 2k 0 are nearly phase matched to seed Brillouin backscattering of the incident light and contribute to an SBS reflectivity of a few percent. Further, the Raman light spectra show spreading in k y -a signature of filamentation. As seen in Fig. 1(d) , the Raman filamentation has a transverse scale 10λ 0 , but the Raman light is strongly absorbed before propagating out of the instability region.
The LPSE model for the dynamic saturation of absolute SRS includes three timeenveloped wave equations for the electric fields of the laser light
the Raman scattered light E 1 = Re[Ê 1 (r, t) exp(−i ω 1 t)], and the electron plasma wave E e = Re[Ê e (r, t) exp(−i ω e t)], and a fourth, non-enveloped equation for the low-frequency density perturbation δn:
i ∂Ê e ∂t + iγ e •Ê e + 3v
where ω p = 4πe 2 (n + δn)/m e is the local plasma frequency, v T e = T e /m e is the electron thermal velocity, • denotes a convolution, and γ 0 , γ 1 , and γ p are the damping rates for each wave. The carrier frequencies satisfy the Manley-Rowe relation ω 0 = ω 1 + ω e , with a density n e = m e ω 2 e /4πe 2 selected within the range of the simulation, e.g., close to n c /4.
Inverse Bremsstrahlung damping was used for the damping rates of the pump and Raman light waves. The electron plasma waves were damped by both collisional damping, at a rate of 1 ps −1 , and Landau damping. The low-frequency perturbations were damped solely by Landau damping at a rate γ i = 0.1kc s for a fluctuation wave vector k.
By retaining the second-order spatial derivatives in Eqs. (2) - (5), LPSE avoids making the paraxial approximation and can model waves propagating in arbitrary directions in inhomogeneous plasmas. The electron plasma waves generated during absolute SRS had k e λ De ≈ 0.15, where k e ≈ (2π/λ 0 ) 1 − n e /n c ) and λ De = T e /4πe 2 n e , indicating that the dynamics occur in a fluid-like regime and that the inclusion of Landau damping is sufficient to capture the relevant kinetic effects [26, 27] .
A novel regime for the saturation of the absolute SRS instability has been shown to mitigate pump depletion and increase the transmission of laser light deep into the corona for parameters relevant to ignition-scale direct-drive implosions. The dynamic saturation occurs when spatiotemporal fluctuations in the ion-acoustic density detune the SRS instability resonance. More specifically, the SRS-generated electron plasma waves undergo a transverse instability that drives a broad spectum of ion-acoustic fluctuations. These fluctuations also This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the U.S. Government. Neither the U.S. Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
